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Abstract: 

The Medical Chest Preservation Procedure (MCP) is designed as the innocuous and prudent cure for maximum 

cases through initial chest malignancy. Lately, advances in oncoplastic systems have made it possible to protect 

the structure of the chest and achieve personal satisfaction. Although most BCS imperfections can be treated in 

an essential way, the tasteful result can be unusual. Among the specialized choices, restorative diminishing 

mammoplasty (RRM) remains a useful strategy because the deformity of the SCC can remain modified and 

preoperatively entrance can remain improved, subsequent in increasingly matching breasts. Most diminution 

strategies have been designed to protect the pedicle of the areola compound afterwards tumour evacuation by 

vascularization of the breast tissue. Reliable dissemination and improvement of a conical shape towards the chest 

are generally represented in TRM reproductions. Thanks to a rapid methodology, the meticulous procedure 

proceeds smoothly since both systems can be performed in a single usable frame. In addition, it allows a more 

extensive tumour extraction with a predominantly average volume of the example and possibly reduces the 

occurrence of edge inclusion. Our current research was conducted at Cho Ray Hospital, Ho Chi Minh City  from 

November 2018 to October 2019. Despite the lack of agreement on best TRM strategy, the criterion is controlled 

by specialist's understanding, the degree/area of glandular tissue resection and the size of the deformity 

comparable to extent of rest of the breast. The fundamentals of system used should incorporate reproducibility, 

little obstruction of oncology treatment and long-term outcomes. Achievement of the methodology relies on 

persistent choice, compounding and careful intra-employable administration. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The Medical Chest Protection Procedure is very 

significant part of the initial cure of chest diseases, 

with an endurance result equivalent to that of the 

radical methodology. Contaminated, lasting 

endurance of BCS by radiation is not measurably 

unique when compared to that of patients 

hospitalized for mastectomy with stage 1 or 2 

malignant breast growth [1]. SCB with recreational 

use were advanced over the past few decades. 

Generally characterized as an oncoplastic medical 

procedure, method denotes to the variety of 

conservative strategies whereby breast tumors are 

resected although the enduring glandular tissue is 

transplanted to achieve a tasteful result. An 

assortment of these methods was defined, including 

volume substitution with neighboring glandular 

folds and breast remodeling with useful reduction of 

mammaplasty or territorial/removed folds [2]. 

While it is recognized that most BCS imperfections 

can be resolved with a critical finding, some injuries 

are complex to resect without the danger of elegant 

disfigurement. In fact, a tasteful result can be 

difficult to achieve and this is the case for patients 

who have large chest tumors comparable to the size 

of their breasts [3]. On the whole, oncoplastic 

methodology is identified with dislodging or volume 

substitution procedures and occasionally 

incorporates a contralateral chest medical procedure 

[4]. Despite the lack of agreement on the best 

methodology, the criteria are controlled by the 

specialist's understanding and the size of the 

deformity comparable to extent of rest of the chest. 

The main favorable circumstances of the method 

used should incorporate low impedance with 

oncological treatment, reproducibility and long-

term results. It is likely that each of these objectives 

will not be achieved by a single method and that 

each system has focal points and stresses [5]. 

 

Literature search/data Extraction: 

Two free commentators assessed the titles also 

edited the compositions deprived of language 

limitations to assess qualification with respect to 

outcome measures and study plan. The literature 

search remained conducted until August 2013 to 

recognize surveys of patients with breast disease 

treated with the methodology of oncoplastic medical 

procedures and to decide whether the use of 

mammaplasty systems was registered. While 

attempting to limit the exclusion of related medical 

investigations, authors similarly reviewed the 

reference provisions for comprised examinations 

and significant audits for extra-qualified items. 

Potential examinations were distinguished through 

searches of the Medline and PubMed databases 

using terms "oncoplastic medical procedure of the 

breast", "preservationist medical procedure of the 

recreational breast", "reproduction of fractional 

mastectomy", "reparative mammaplasty", besides 

"reduction of mammaplasty". Distinguished 

concentrates were reviewed for these who absorbed 

on systems, careful and oncologic findings after 

reproductive restorative mammaplasty and the 

references of each review were further explored to 

incorporate all significant distributed information.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Algorithm for instant conventional breast surgery rebuilding based on type of breast and extent 

of defect. 
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Useful reduction of mammaplasty:  

Our current research was conducted at Cho Ray 

Hospital, Ho Chi Minh City  from November 2018 

to October 2019. Among the fundamental 

specialized alternatives, TRM remains a valuable 

method. Normally, the use of TRM includes 

resection of tumor and renovation of breast by 

means of an elegant breast reduction strategy. Due 

to the vascularization of the breast tissue, most 

TRMs have developed their provisions to save the 

areola compound pedicle afterward tumor 

evacuation. In general, strategy is sufficient for 

patients with moderate/large breasts necessitating 

extraction of critical volumes of tissue and a 

contralateral synopsis. With MRT, imperfection of 

the BCS might remain corrected and preoperatively 

entrance might remain enhanced, resulting in an 

increased breast match. 

 

Indications of TRM: timing, Techniques: 

Timing of reconstruction: 

Through the quick redesign, meticulous procedure is 

no problem since BCS also TRM can be realized in 

one single employable framework. In addition, since 

there are no scars or fibro genic tissue, breast 

reshaping is simpler and the taste remains enhanced. 

In fact, Konitz et al. saw that a quick solution is 

desirable rather than being postponed due to reduced 

complexity. As far as we can tell, using MRT for 

BCS remodeling, we saw that our post-radiation 

entanglement proportion (delayed BCS replication) 

was higher than normal for MRT deprived of 

radiotherapy (rapid BCS replication). This result 

remains alike to past reviews that recommend that 

overdue SCC reproduction has the meaningfully 

higher degree of tangles than the contrast and rapid 

method.  
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Figure 2: A 65-year-old case having invasive ductal carcinoma (1.8 cm) of left breast. 

 

Table 1: 

Ref.  Year Method n Tumor size 

(cm) 

Follow-up 

(mo) 

Local 

recurrence (%) 

Patient 

satisfaction 

(%) 

Clough et 

al[41]  

2003 Superior 

pedicle 

101 3.4 24 0 88 

Spear et 

al[18]  

2001 Superior 

pedicle 

57 NR 46 6.9 91 

Munhoz et 

al[15]  

2006 Superior 

pedicle 

74 2- 4.3 23 0 93 

Goffman 

et al[74]  

2004 Superior 

pedicle 

58 NR 19 14 83 

Fitoussi et 

al[47]  

2010 Superior 

pedicle 

540 2.9 49 6.8 91 

Munhoz et 

al[17]  

2008 Inferior 

pedicle 

27 2-4.0 21 0 89 

 

Definition of breast imperfection:  

BCS reconstruction must take into account breast 

volume, tumor area, degree of glandular tissue 

resection, and primarily address discrete 

reconstruction needs. The assessment of the BCS 

reconstruction must therefore take those significant 

points into account and it is exactly at this point that 

the right CRT strategy or a mixture of systems must 

be chosen. We know from experience that each SCB 

imperfection has its own unique reconstruction 

needs, which changes the desire to achieve a tasteful 

result. Based on our 18 years of experience, it is 

possible to recognize the slopes in the types of breast 

abandonment and to establish a calculation for a 

rapid reproduction of the BCS based on the volume 

of underlying breast, the degree/area of glandular 

tissue resection and the breast tissue that remains 

accessible. To make it conceivable to advance a 

calculation for reconstruction of the BCS, rapid mid-

chest deserts are classified into 3 kinds (Figure 1).  

Type 1: The defects incorporate resection of tissue 

in a small breast without ptosis. Type 1 Year defects 

include insignificant deformities that do not cause 

volume/torsion adjustment in breast shape and the 

resected tissue is fewer than 12-17% of absolute 

breast volume. Type 1 B deserts include moderate 

deformities that do not cause volume adjustment or 

torsion in the breast shape and the resected tissue is 

among 16% and 42% of total volume.  

 

Type 2: This collection involves resection of tissue 

in average sized breasts with/without ptosis. Type 2 

Year includes small imperfections that do not result 

in sufficient adjustment or twisting of the breast 

shape volume. Type 2 B removals include moderate 

deformities that result in a minor/moderate change 

in the volume of the breast shape.  

 

Type 3: This collection involves resection of tissue 

in large breasts measured with ptosis. Type 3 Year 

old includes small imperfections that do not cause 

sufficient stylized disfigurement. Type 3 B 

Abandonments include moderate deformities that 

begin with slight/modest volume changes in breast 

shape or else uniformity. Type 3 C discontinuities 

include huge blemishes that cause a critical 

adjustment in breast volume. 
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Figure 3: A 49-year-old case having invasive ductal carcinoma (3.5 cm) of inferior-medial quadrant of left 

breast. 

 

Surgical methods and role of TRM: 

Imperfections in the BCS may remain noted and 

characterized by planned order. As far as can be 

judged, most BCS are achieved through one of seven 

conservative alternatives: Breast tissue entry folds 

(BAF), horizontal thoracodorsal fold, MRT 

(reciprocal mastopexy and bilateral reduction 

mammoplasty), latissimusdorsi my skin fold and 

stomach folds [6]. At any time, a TRM can be 

performed if the patient has moderate/enormous 

breast volume or if there is breast ptosis. 

Understanding of the choice should be limited to 

those who wish to have their breasts reduced and 

those who have correctly measured breasts with a 

suspected small/medium breast blemish (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: 

 

Types of MRT techniques:  

Leaving aside the fact that reduction mammoplasty 

is a general methodology that is generally applied 

for tasteful targets, there is less data on the outcome 

of rapid reproduction of oncologic targets. To this 

point, there are virtually no important medical 

reports that explicitly address use of guaranteed 

reproductive strategy and its outcome (Table 1) [7]. 

Similarly, there is no agreement on the best TRM 

strategy for the rapid reproduction of BCS. Perhaps 

there is no perfect technique and each case must be 

treated separately. The key favorable circumstances 

of TRM procedure used should incorporate 

reproducibility, welfare also long-term outcomes. 

As with any conservative method, there is a strong 

likelihood that no single method will achieve all of 

these objectives, which is reinforced by huge sum of 

TRM systems obtainable. 

Superior pedicle techniques: 

For tumour located in inferior chest, tumour 

resection may remain fused into area of expelled 

breast tissue as a major aspect of the predominantly 

pedicle mammaplasty. For local internal and 

external tumour, the shrinkage pattern may be 

reversed and either an unequalled lateral 

mammaplasty (Figure 6) or a predominant mid-

lateral pedicle mammaplasty may remain achieved 

(Figure 5) [8]. The opposite chest medical procedure 

is frequently achieved to coordinate proper balance, 

especially in chests with severe ptosis. In our past 

survey, breaking down the different MRTs for BCS 

recreation, the predominant pedicle spoke in almost 

92% of cases.  
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Figure 6: The superior-lateral pedicle method for inferior-medial quadrantectomy rebuilding. 

 

Originally described by Orlando and Guthrie in 

1980s, MDS procedure has points of interest in 

rapports of pedicle safety and tasteful result. The 

method is intended to safeguard the blood flow of 

the pedicle as well as to give a superior chest shape. 

The predominant middle pedicle is supplied with 

blood directly from the inner mammary vessels, 

which are the basic pedicle in most patients. This 

anatomical feature allows for superior 

vascularization of the NAC and may limit vascular 

entanglement of the pedicle when placed and 

performed in a viable manner. As far as can be 

judged, CDMS has been demonstrated in patients 

with ptosis with breasts of medium to large volume. 

As in our past investigation with unsurpassed 

pedicular methods, the layout of the FPMS system 

was dependent on saving the NAC pedicle prior to 

tumour evacuation. Currently, tumour resection has 

been consolidated in the evacuated breast tissue 

segment as a major aspect of a regular CDMS 

strategy and typically involves a change in the 

design of the T-scar [9]. 

 

Inferior pedicle methods: 

For upper local tumors, tissue of lower breast can be 

enthused into deformity as the glandular fold and a 

second degree pedicle mammaplasty might remain 

used. Initially presented by Ribeiro in the 1970s and 

thus adapted through Curtiss and Goldwyn, strategy 

describes the transposition of NAC to a poorly 

founded dermo-glandular fold. With regard to the 

MPI procedure, there are a few focal points with 

regard to pedicle well-being and outcomes. The 

second-degree pedicle is directly supplied with 

blood by the fifth, sixth and seventh intercostal 

puncture vessels of internal mammary tract.  
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Figure 16: Inferior pedicle method for upper quadrantectomy rebuilding. 

 

CLINICAL RESULTS OF TRM IN CBC:  

Remaking:  

Different oncoplastic strategies were exposed to 

recover the taste result subsequent BCS. The 

systems range from basic glandular folds to MRT 

and removed folds. Currently, the ideal cure would 

be fair, sufficient also defensive by performing a 

rapid remeshing prior to radiotherapy. However, to 

date, evidence of the safety and elegant clinical 

effects of MRT systems is limited in the literature on 

plastic and chest medical procedures. Some clinical 

reviews through long-term follow-up have indicated 

that TRMs are not associated with a higher 

repetition rate or lower endurance proportion than 

usual methods. Clough et al with an average follow-

up of 48 months described 105 patients who 

underwent BCS and oncoplastic recreation [10]. 

Nearby repetition was created in 11 cases (the 6-year 

neighborhood repetition rate was 10.5%). Thirteen 

patients created metastases and eight ended their 

infection (7 years without metastases, an endurance 

of 83.9% and an overall endurance rate of 95.7%). 

Similarly, Kolomitz et al, in an audit of 71 patients, 

observed close repetition in 2% of rapid oncoplastic 

re-creations and 17% of delayed re-creations (P = 

0.07). The distinction seen between the two clusters 

can be clarified by the arrangement of the propelled 

tumour for patients who had delayed recreation. 

Fitoussi et al have made thoughtful use of a tasteful 

comparative assessment strategy, as proposed by 

Clough et al, with advice from a specialist, a medical 

attendant and a lay person, using a six-point scale 

ranging from fantastic to poor. The result of the 

correction was good for 97% of patients at 14 

months and 93% of cases at 6 years after BCS 

recreation. Although oncologic safety remains 

primary target of BCS, careful administration 

gradually focuses on improving style results. The 

rapid use of TRM has developed to address this issue 

and the wide range of literature distributed since the 

last exposures has allowed extensive usage of those 

strategies. We believe that here is a risk of repetition 

in the vicinity and accept that the rapid use of MRT 

may be a protected alternative for patients with early 

stage breast disease who want SBC. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

BCS surrenders speak of an anatomical assortment 

that ranges from small deformities that can settle 

with essential conclusion to huge imperfections that 

include skin, NAC and the lot of glandular tissue. 

Each deformity has their own unique reconstruction 

needs and different desires for an elegant result. In 

recent times, the oncoplastic approach has received 

increasing attention and although prudent strategies 

have been put in place, NAC reconstruction remains 

a difficult impasse. We felt that a variety of 

strategies have been described, including the 

essential conclusion, breast reshaping, proximity 

and elimination of folds. As well, various groupings 

were planned to designate degree of resection, that 

allowed for the wide variety of conservative choices 

to be made with various signs. 
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